Mobile Platform Scale

Model SRV714

This app-enabled mobile platform scale makes gathering weight for large hoofstock or pachyderms easy and safe for both animal and keeper.

The SRV714 is constructed from durable stainless and aluminum tube with a high density anti-slip plastic surface. The extra large weighing platform consists of two transducer tubes and three top plates which can be assembled in less than two minutes without tools.

The SRV714 is constructed from hermetically sealed load cells allowing for complete wash down of the scale for cleaning.

WIRELESS
The scale’s electronics are equipped with Bluetooth wireless communication, enabling the animal keeper to operate the scale at a safe distance using an android tablet or phone.

EXTRA LARGE WEIGHING SURFACE
The scale’s large 48” x 96” anti-skid surface makes it ideal for gathering weight on large animals.

CAPACITY
15,000 Lbs. or 6,800 Kgs.

PORTABLE
The unique five piece design makes the scale lightweight allowing for portability between exhibits as well as being keeper friendly.

POWER
Six D-cell batteries provide up to 1,200 weigh cycles.
Mobile Platform Scale
Model SRV714

SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS

MAX WEIGHT 15,000 Lb / 6,800 Kg

DISPLAY RESOLUTION 5 Lb / 2 kg

BUTTON FUNCTIONS Zero/Weigh, lb/kg, Hold/Recall

DISPLAY UNITS Pounds / Kilograms

PORTABILITY Scale disassembles for easy transport.

POWER Six (6) “D” Cell Batteries

HELD WEIGHT Highest stable weight is automatically stored in memory. Press “Held Wt” on the tablet to recall last stored weight.

AUTO POWER DOWN Approximately ten (10) minutes from last button press.

SCALE WEIGHT Top Panels 95Lbs./pc. (3 pcs.) Bottom Rails 80Lbs./pc. (2 pcs.)

WARRANTY Two (2) Years

Specifications subject to change without notice.